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GET YOUR TIME BACK
Photographers truly are some of the toughest entrepreneurs I

know. And the best photographers are genuine entrepreneurs.

Not just photographers. 

To get to the level of an entrepreneur you have to know how to

turn your business into a machine. A machine that exceeds your

clients expectations and makes them want to shout from the

rooftops about your business.  

I help photographers build their machine. This means more

time for shooting and doing what you love. And a lot less time

tearing your hair out!

TELL ME MORE
Hi! My name's Ben Hucker. 

I'm a young photographer specialising in portrait photography.

When I started, I quickly realised you need to be more than just

a good photographer to run a successful photography

business. You need to be an all-round business ninja.  

You can end up losing your mind chasing leads, sending emails,

scheduling appointments, sending reminders, booking shoots,

collecting deposits, getting contracts signed, invoicing clients,

writing ads, bookkeeping, blogging, SEOing—the to-do list is

infinite.  

If someone said to me, "Ben, I can help you with some of these

tasks", then I would have said "when can you start?". That's

when I made myself an automation expert and started thinking I

could help other photographers build their machine.  

A machine that puts a lot of the mundane tasks of

administration on autopilot. The result? More time for working

ON your business. Not IN your business. 

Read on to hear more about my service offering and how I

might be able to help your photography business.



YOUR MACHINE
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LET'S CHAT
If you'd like a chat about your photography

business and specific challenges your're

facing at the moment then let's chat.  

I only work with a select number of

photographers so making sure we're a

good fit is vital. The last thing you want is

another headache! Get in touch today..

HOW TO BUILD IT?
There are 7 different areas of your photography business that

you need to get right in order to grow. They include: 

1. Automations - From appointments to sending invoices to

talking to clients about their vision for what you provide, your

days are packed with administrative tasks and basic business

housekeeping that can be automated. 

2. Calendars - Ask any creative entrepreneur what their biggest

pain points are, and chances are one of them will be

scheduling. Getting your calendar organised is pivotal. 

3. Email Tracking - As a creative entrepreneur, staying on top of

current correspondence is crucial to running an effective

business. This alone can save you 10 hours a week. 

4. Email Scheduling - Paying more attention to your emails can

help you win more business. Over time, you’ll be able to keep

track of which emails resonates best with your clients.  

5. Lead Tracking - Any businessperson will tell you the

toughest part of running a company isn’t doing the work. It’s

getting the work. And tracking leads is super important. 

6. Questionnaires - Talking online with your customers helps

you improve your business. You can send contracts, receive

feedback via questionnaires and get digital signatures that

might otherwise take you days to track down in person. 

7. Workflow Management - Let's face it. There's way too much

to remember on your own. You need a system to keep you

organized and on top of all the non-creative tasks. 

All of these areas of your business need to be addressed ifyou

plan on taking your photography business to a new playing

field..  

But it's tough to do on your own. Let's see if I can help you..


